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S I M O N  M A N S B R I D G E

Last month, Simon wrote about location of the general areas 
where the carp can be found. The next step is to fi nd the 

spots within these areas where they are prepared to feed.
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Imagine that you have walked the lake 
a few times, looked in the most likely 
areas, and finally a couple of  fish have 

head and shouldered well out in the lake in 
front of  a certain swim. This type of  show 
is likely to mean that the fish are feeding. 
But what are they feeding on, and what 
is down there on the lakebed in that area? 
If  you already know the swim and what’s 
out there, then obviously you have a good 
idea of  how to approach fishing the area. 
But what if  you’ve never fished the swim 
before? There are a couple of  options.

The first option, which seems to be very 
common these days, is to get a marker rod 
and proceed to map out the area where the 
fish showed. The marker float is popped 
up all over the place, working out depths 
and trying to find out what the bottom is 
like. This approach seems to have become 
almost standard practice. In many cases, 
after this marker float work is completed, 
the angler knows the depths and maybe 
where any weed is located, but the fish 
are long gone. If  a few are still there, a 
couple of  kilos of  boilies, which are often 
deposited around the marker, will make 
sure that any remaining carp leave the area. 
They have seen it so many times before.

A few days later, when the angler has 
left or moved, the bait will often be eaten. 
Anglers spend so much time trying to 
find them, and then do a good job in 
spooking them away from the area. We 
have probably all done this at some time. 
Everyone seems to carry the main fishing 
rods, plus a marker rod, and often a spod 
rod as well. There are times when the extra 
rods are really important, but often, the 
disturbance caused by using the marker 
kills the angler’s chances for that session 
before a rig has even been cast out.

In no other branch of  angling would 

the angler invest the time to find the fish 
and then spend the next hour or two 
spooking them away. So why has this 
become normal practice in carp fishing?

If  you have seen a couple of  fish, 
then you already know roughly where 
they showed. If  the shows were the type 
associated with feeding, e.g. head and 
shouldering, mudding up, fizzing, etc., 
then you know that the depth must be 
OK for the carp and that the area already 
has food available to them. So why is a 
marker float needed?

There is another option that I use all 
the time, and that’s to have a quick lead 
around to check what the lakebed is like; 
just a couple of  stealthy casts, and then 
drop a rig right on the fish. Very often 
this can produce a fish or two quickly. 
I have lost count of  the times that the 

other anglers, who arrived at the same 
time as me, still thrash the water to foam 
with marker rods when one of  the rods I 
have quietly dropped on to a showing fish 
has produced a bite. Many things in carp 
fishing become standard practice without 
people questioning it, and this is certainly 
an example of  that. Break away from the 
norm, be different, question everything 
you do, and watch your results rapidly 
improve. If  you do the same as everyone 
else, then your results will be similar to 
everyone else’s. 

My approach is to resist the temptation 
to set up. I leave the gear in the car, relax, 
and walk the lake for as long as it takes 
until I see a show or two. If  I haven’t fished 
the area before, I try to cause minimal 
disturbance while trying to get a bite 
or two from some very simple leading 

above: a huge 
expanse of water 
with a new winter 
northerly wind 
blowing. Quite 
predictably, the fish 
started showing a 
few hours later in 
the much calmer 
water on the back 
on the wind near 
the north bank. 
by following a 
few general rules 
of thumb, big 
waters can be 
much easier once 
the theory behind 
temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, 
and the carp’s 
needs are 
understood.

right: a lovely 
30lb fully-scaled 
english fish caught 
over the top of thick 
weed where they 
had been showing. 
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around. At the end of  the session, as 
long as it doesn’t disturb anyone else, I 
wind in the rods a couple of  hours early 
and very thoroughly map out every detail 
of  the swim. I make notes ready for the 
next time I see fish in the area and want 
to angle there. In this way, I can slowly 
build up a picture of  the whole lake, and 
I don’t scare away the fish at the start of  
each session after having invested the 
time to find them.

I hear few people talking about ‘leading 
around’ and ‘feeling for the drop’ these 
days, but these are really valuable skills 
to master. They can’t be 
bought and there is no 
easy way to learn. You just 
have to practise a lot and 
eventually you develop a 
kind of  sixth sense for what 
is on the lakebed, and what 
feels right for a bite.

In the last few years, there 
has been a big increase in the 
use of  bait boats, especially 
for foreign trips. There is definitely a place 
for bait boats, and using them effectively 
can be a real advantage in some situations. 
However, some anglers have become quite 
dependent on the built-in echo sounders on 
these boats to measure depths and provide 
basic information about the lakebed. 

I have yet to see any echo sounder 
that can give me the same information 
about the lakebed as can be found by 
leading around. Some of  carp angling’s 
fundamental watercraft skills are being 
replaced by technology, which, in my 
opinion, is a poor substitute. Being able 
to feel every detail of  the lakebed through 

the line has caught me a huge number of  
carp over the years. It surprises me that 
most people focus on just the depth, but 
there is so much more to it than that.

My approach to leading around is to 
use one of  my actual fishing rods for 
anything up to approximately 80 yards’ 
range. Because I usually use monofilament 
line, which has quite a lot of  stretch, this 
range is about the maximum where I am 
still happy with the information that I can 
feel through the line. Beyond 80 yards, 
I use a dedicated rod with braided line 
because braid has almost no stretch at 

all, and the setup is simple. 
I remove any hooklink from the lead 

system and put on a lead between 2oz 
and 4oz. I prefer a round-nosed standard 
distance-type lead. The round nose gives 
good feedback because it lands on the 
bottom and the streamlined shape pulls 
through any weed easier than pear-shaped 
or the dumpier leads. I use 2oz leads for 
up to about 30 yards’ range, then 3oz for 
medium and 4oz for maximum range. 

I prefer smaller leads because they 
make less disturbance, but sometimes the 
bigger leads are a necessity to gain enough 
feedback down the line. This is especially 

so in strong crosswind conditions.
Assuming I am fishing at 80 yards or 

less, using one of  my actual fishing rods, 
I overcast beyond where a fish has shown, 
and feather the lead down just before it 
hits the water, aiming for a tight line to 
it. I then bring the rod up almost vertical 
and simultaneously wind the lead back 
towards me. It’s high in the water but not 
skimming the surface, until I judge that it 
is over the spot where the carp showed. 
The rod is then lowered slightly, keeping 
the line tight to the lead, until I feel the 
donk of  the lead hitting the bottom.

Casting initially beyond the 
fish and winding back with 
the lead high in the water, 
but below the surface, means 
the disturbance is kept to a 
minimum, and a few casts 
like this can be used on 
most waters. By feeling the 
lead down, three pieces of  
information are gained: the 
approximate depth, whether 

any weed is present, and the make-up of  
the lakebed. 

If  a feeding fish has shown on the 
spot, then I’m not that concerned with 
the depth. The reason this is good to 
know is because other carp are often at 
approximately the same comfort depth in 
various other areas of  the lake. Seeing a 
feeding fish show over 5ft of  water often 
means you will find feeding fish in other 
areas that are also around 5ft deep at that 
time. I will cover ‘comfort depths’ in more 
detail next month.

The depth can be judged by counting 
down the lead in your mind, and you need 

“I hear few people talking about ‘leading 
around’ and ‘feeling for the drop’ these 

days, but these are really valuable 
skills to master. They can’t be bought 

and there is no easy way to learn ”

below: after 
finding a group 
of fish, this rod 
produced two 40s 
and two smaller 
ones in a couple 
of nights. another 
rod in the same 
area would have 
probably reduced 
the chances.
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to develop your own system for this. I 
count at a certain speed, and one count 
in my mind is 2ft of  water depth. For 
example, if  I count to four, then I know 
that the depth is approximately 8ft. To 
get used to this, pop up a marker float in 
a certain depth when you aren’t fishing, 
and then practise counting down a lead 
on another rod right next to the float. You 
soon get used to judging the depth quite 
accurately with this method, with no need 
for a marker float. 

When the lead hits the bottom, you 
develop a feel for what it landed on. A really 
defined sharp donk means the bottom is 
very hard. A very soft, less defined donk 
means the bottom is soft. If  no donk at 
all is felt, then heavy weed is present and 
the lead is hung up in it. After the lead 
has landed, I tighten right up to it and 
try to get maximum tension in the line 
before it moves. If  it lands on a very soft 

lakebed, it will be plugged in a bit. The 
amount of  tension required to unplug the 
lead gives you a good feel for how soft 
the bottom actually is, and how far the 
lead has gone into the bottom. If  there 
is a sharp well-defined donk as the lead 
lands on a hard bottom, then very little 
tension in the line is required to get the 
lead sliding across the bottom.

Once the lead is moving across the 
lakebed, I usually use a combination of  
feel through the rod; I also hold the line 
over my forefinger just above the reel for 
additional feeling. The rod is brought down 
to about 45° and then steadily but slowly 
swept backwards to just past vertical. The 
rod is lowered again to 45° as line is wound 
onto the reel, and the process repeated.

If  the bottom is hard, it’s usually 
gravelly, rocky, sandy, or hard clay. If  it is 
gravel, then as the lead is pulled across the 
bottom, there will be a tapping, knocking 
sensation. The bigger the gravel pieces, or 
the rockier the area, the greater the tapping 
sensation. If  the area is hard, smooth 
sand or sediment, there will be almost 
no sensation through the line. It feels like 
the lead is gliding over the lakebed with 
almost no effort. Hard clay feels similar, 
but soft clay has a very slight resistance. 

If  leaves and small twigs are present, 
they can be felt as a repeated slight build-
up of  tension, followed by a release of  
tension. This is caused by leaves building 
up in front of  the lead. Eventually, as long 
as the correct lead is used, it pulls through 
them before the same happens again. 
Even individual sticks can sometimes be 
felt, especially at close range.

If  the bottom is soft, it will usually be 
top: a 45lb mirror 
caught from a 
rarely-fished swim 
after seeing one 
show and moving 
on to it. because 
the water was 
shallow, i decided 
that one cast with 
one rod was the 
best option to avoid 
spooking them.

above: when 
it comes to the 
number of rods, 
i rarely fish more 
than two these 
days. i believe 
that less is more.

right: a 38lb 
common from an 
area of very soft, 
rich aerobic silt that 
was full of life.
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silt. Silt ranges from very soft, almost 
liquid in nature, to quite compact and 
firm. A lot of  information can be gained 
from the initial donk and the subsequent 
unplugging of  the lead to get it sliding. If  
there is constant high tension in the line 
required to slide the lead, then the silt is 
likely to be uniform, deep and soft. If  
leaves are present, they can be felt as well. 

When the lead is retrieved, it pays to 
study it. There are two main types of  silt: 
anaerobic silt, which is characterised by 
the lack of  free oxygen; and aerobic silt, 
where oxygen is present. Anaerobic silt 
is often black in colour, contains a lot of  
partially decayed organic matter, and smells 
foul. Aerobic silt is often lighter in colour, 
finer in texture because the organic matter 
is fully broken down, and has less smell. 
Carp love aerobic silt because it contains 
a lot of  natural food, whereas anaerobic 
silt is often almost devoid of  life. 

If  the area is silty, the lead sometimes has 
some silt stuck to it, and it’s occasionally 
possible to tell which type it is. The best 
type of  silt feels smooth, but a lot of  
tension is required to drag the lead through 
it. If  the silt is choddy and you can feel 
lots of  sticks and leaves, then it is likely to 
be the anaerobic silt that is not favoured 
by the carp. It is worth investing the time 
to learn how the two different types of  
silt usually feel. An echo sounder cannot 
tell you this.

On tree-lined lakes, the northeast corner 
is often where a lot of  leaves end up, 
having been blown there by the prevailing 
southwesterly winds. They build up in these 
corners, become waterlogged, and sink. 
Some leaf  types are worse than others, 
but in general this causes a slight dip in 
pH in these areas while the organic matter 
is breaking down. During the time this 
process takes place, the carp rarely feed 
right amongst the leaves. Very often there 
is a quite well-defined ‘leaf  line’ where the 
leaves stop and usually silt starts. 

If  a fish shows in a corner like this, it 
can pay to slide a lead through the leaves, 
which can be easily felt on the bottom, and 
locate the edge of  the leaf  line. Fishing just 
into the silt, as opposed to in the leaves, will 
often be far more productive, and easier 
to present the rig. It pays to be aware of  
the prevailing wind direction during the 
couple of  weeks in autumn when most of  
the leaves fall. This will tell you the areas 
of  the lake where leaves are likely to be an 
issue during the late-autumn through to 
late-spring period. Less leading around is 
needed if  you can predict what to expect.

If  the lakebed slopes downwards 

towards the angler, it’s easier to slide the 
lead down it. If  the gradient is steep, it’s 
possible to lift the lead off  the slope and 
feel it land further down towards you. 
Each subsequent donk provides more 
valuable information. On the other hand, 
if  the bottom slopes upwards, as the lead 
slides towards the angler, there will be 
more resistance. Steep gravel bars can feel 
almost solid until the lead reaches the top.

If  weed is present, it can often be felt 
on the initial drop, and then it’s easy to 
feel because the lead pulls through it by 
becoming stuck and releasing repeatedly. 
Often, weed comes back with the lead, 
and it pays to learn about different weed 
types and how high they grow from the 
lakebed. For example, Canadian pondweed 
(Elodea canadensis) can grow to the surface 
even in deep water, whereas silkweed 
only grows to a few inches above the 
lakebed. The approaches to fishing over 
or in these two types of  weed are totally 
different, so identifying different weed 
types is important. 

Another interesting subject is gravel. 
Many anglers seem to be obsessed with 
finding gravel and hard spots. I think 
this trend has grown because there has 
been a lot of  media attention given to 
finding gravel. In actual fact, pure clean 
gravel does not hold much natural food 
potential for carp. They are nice areas 
for rigs to present effectively, but they 
can be completely barren and totally rely 
on anglers’ bait to attract the carp. Also, 
if  they are obvious, they will be fished all 
the time, so the fish will be reluctant to 
feed confidently on them. 

In my opinion, spending ages looking 

for gravel is a waste of  time, and it risks 
spooking the fish. Far better are the 
aerobic silt areas rich in bloodworm, 
or the low-lying silkweed areas which 
are full of  life. If  these are alongside 
oxygenating weedbeds, then even better. 
The carp will show you the spots if  you 
watch carefully enough.

It is also possible to feel polished spots 
that the carp have fed on repeatedly. 
These spots are of  real interest, and 
feeling the lead across the lakebed is 
usually the only way to find them. I will 
cover this topic in more detail next month. 

A couple of  casts with the lead will tell 
you what is down there. If  a clean silty 
area can be found approximately where 

above: no. 3 pole 
elastic is used to 
mark the distance 
to the spot. a 
far-bank feature 
is used to line up 
the direction, and 
feeling for the drop 
confirms everything 
is as expected. 
to me, this is far 
more effective 
than using the gpS 
on a bait boat.

below: a 55lb 
badgers holt mirror 
caught from a spot 
at the base of the 
marginal clay slope, 
just into the silt 
where the bottom 
levelled out. 
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the fish showed, then that’s what to look 
for. If  I find several different types of  
features where the fish showed, then given 
the choice between aerobic silt, low-lying 
silkweed, clay, gravel, sand, high-growing 
weed types, or anaerobic silt, I usually 
favour them in the order listed. 

At this point I won’t disturb the water 
anymore. I put the line in the clip, tie on 
a marker knot, and reel the lead back in. 
Knowing approximately what the lakebed is 
like, a decision can be made about the most 
suitable rig. The rig is attached and the rod 
cast back to the spot using 
the spool clip for distance, 
and lining up a far-bank 
feature for direction. I 
feather the cast, aiming 
to hit the clip lightly to 
avoid the lead bouncing 
back towards me. 

As I hit the clip, the lead 
and rig should be travelling 
just fast enough to tighten 
the line and slightly compress the rod. 
Keep the rod high, follow the lead down 
with the rod a little, and feel for the drop 
to make sure that it is as expected. Don’t 
be tempted to move the lead once it 
has landed, as this can make the hook 
catch on a leaf  or weed and render the 
presentation useless.

The marker knot is added to enable 
the same spot to be reached on every 
subsequent cast, and to allow the distance 

to be noted for the future. A four-turn 
Stop Knot in no.3 pole elastic, wetted 
before tightening, works really well and 
never slips. It is also easy to remove from 
the line without damage. Another tip is 
to put the marker knot on the line at the 
spigot of  the rod, so the knot is always 
in front of  the bite alarm, which avoids it 
catching in the alarm during a take; it can 
happen with some models. Leave the ends 
of  the elastic a couple of  inches long so 
they are easy to see at night. I sometimes 
mark a couple of  alternative spots for 

the same rod, and using different-colour 
pole elastics makes this easier. Finally, 
make sure you always stand in the same 
position when casting to the spool clip. 

If  the distance to the showing fish is 
more than 80 yards and my braid rod 
has been used for leading around, then I 
still put the braid in the clip when I am 
happy with the spot. I walk out the braid 
rod and one of  the actual fishing rods 
together until the braid hits the clip. I 

then clip and mark the line of  the fishing 
rod at the same distance. 

Once the first rod is out and fishing, 
I always ask myself  if  a second or third 
rod is going to increase my chances or 
reduce them. Very often, the disturbance 
required to go through the process of  
getting a second rod out risks spooking 
the carp and reduces the chances of  a bite. 
If  feeding fish have been found, the spot 
has been located, and a single rod has been 
put out without disturbing them, then 
more rods can be a mistake. It amazes me 

that so many anglers use 
the maximum number of  
rods without even thinking 
about it. Less is more, as 
the saying goes. 

At this point, a decision 
has to be made whether 
to put out some free 
bait or not. How much? 
When and how to put it 
out? Tight or scattered? 

There are so many options, and it’s easy 
to make a mistake at this point. Bait and 
bait application will be covered in future 
articles, as it’s a vast and important subject.

At the end of  the session, if  you are 
going back, spend the time to map out the 
swim in more detail. This investment of  
time will pay back dividends in the future. 

Next month I will cover the topic of  
rig placement, and finding the spot within 
the spot. CW

“At the end of the session, if you are going 
back, spend the time to map out the swim 

in more detail. This investment of time 
will pay back dividends in the future”

below: a 61lb 
mirror caught 
while writing this 
article. this carp 
came from extreme 
range in just 
over 2ft of water, 
fishing in very soft 
silt after seeing 
a few show there 
during the previous 
days. Don’t ignore 
the shallows in 
the winter.
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